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Where do earthquakes occur?

Figure: a) Ring of Fire (Source: ArcNews Vol 36, No 2, by ESRI, page 7), b) Historical Location of earthquakes in Chile (Source:

[1], c) Earthquakes and their equivalence in released energy (Source: [1])



Motivation

▶ We need to consider ground motion
▶ We cannot get there from direct observation
▶ The Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) approach attempts to solve this



How to assess the damage generated in an earthquake?



The PSHA (Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis)



Telecommunications network



Peak ground displacement (PGD)

Details [2]. Damage of cables after the earthquake in New Zealand [3]



Reliability metrics

Let the set of components C by C = N ∪ L (N= nodes and L= links) The network
state is stored in a structure function ϕ.

ϕ : {0, 1}|C | → {0, 1} (1)

We obtain an incidence matrix M t̄
|N|×|L| associated to the telecommunication network.

We use the reliability metrics associated with network connectivity for
telecommunications networks (the st reliability and the st-DC reliability,[4]).

rst(t̄) = P(ϕ(Xt̄) = 1) = E(ϕ) (2)



Network used in the study: REUNA

Design
versions proposed in [5]



We now incorporate dependence

▶ We incorporate the impact that the electricity grid has on the telecommunications
network.

▶ There is a geographical correlation in the earthquake failures in these networks.
▶ The study of dependence is new
▶ We evaluate how networks evolve over time.



Electricity grid



We evaluate how networks evolve over time.



Let’s see what happens with REUNA



Characteristics of REUNA and SEN



REUNA without dependence



REUNA without dependence



SEN Performance

The availability of REUNA nodes immediately after the earthquake.



st reliability for different network designs with SEN (high (H))

Evaluation of st reliability in t̄ = 0



Conclusions

▶ When the dependence on SEN is considered, the st reliability of REUNA decreases
by 10-20%.

▶ Adding additional links in the original topology is not always significant when
considering dependency.

▶ Consideration of how SEN affects the REUNA extension versions influences the
future design decision for all extensions analyzed.

▶ The proposed extensions will only make sense if backup equipment (batteries, solar
cells,...) is considered.
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Anexos



Ground-motion prediction equation (GMPE) [6]

ln(SA(T)) = θ1 + fsource + fpath + fevent/depth + fsite + fFABA

fsource = θ4∆C1 + fmag(Mw )

fmag =


θ4 (Mw − Cd) , if Mw ≤ Cd

θ5 (Mw − Cd) , if Mw > Cd

Cd = C1 +∆C1

fpath = [θ2 + θ14 + θ3 (Mw − 7.8)]
× ln (R + C4 exp (θ9 (Mw − 6))) + θ6R

fevent/depth = [θ10 + θ11 (min (Zh, 120)− 60)]



Ground-motion prediction equation (GMPE)

fsite (PGAM ,VS30)
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Results

The reliability rst(j , t̄) is the probability of correct operation for each time instant t̄, is
calculated for each energy supply scenario j :

rst(j , t̄) = P(ϕ(X j
t̄ ) = 1) = E(ϕ) (3)


